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In the presence of the . electrostatic fluctua-
tion terms, the solution l a of the drift kinetic 
equation is devided into the ensemble average 
and fluctuating parts: 
fa= (la) +fa 
ens 
The lowest order solution in the drift ordering 
is given by the Maxwellian distribution func-
. -~ (-J ) f _ -3/2 -3 -x2 tlon 0 = 0 = aM = 7r na VTa e a a a ens 
where Vra = (2Ta/ma)112 and Xa = v/VTa· To 
the next order, the ensemble-averaged drift ki-
netic equation is written as 
(
- ) - (A) a] aO 
VJJll · \7 f al ens+ V daO · \7 f aO + eavllEII aEo 
(1) 
In the right-hand side, we use the linearized 
collision operator and 
- ( ~ alia) Da = -eaVJJ EllaE 
0 ens 
where the nonadiabatic part ha is defined by 
~~ - ~~ +~h al -- Ta aM a· 
Using the Fourier representation in the fluc-
tuating part of the drift kinetic equation, we 
have the nonadiabatic distribution as 
T :1, 
..--. W - WE - W*a ea l.f/k f 
hak = k . T aM 
W- WE - WDa- IIVJJ + ZVa a 
where Ca(hak) is replaced with vahak and we 
used WE = k · ~n X \7~o, Wna = k · (vavB + 
Vacurv ), w'I'a = W*a [ 1 + 'r/a (X~ - ~)], W*a = k · 
cT.Ba n X \7ln na, and 'r/a = dln Ta/dln na. 
ea 
The solution of the averaged drift kinetic 
equation for the plateau regime in the axisym-
Inetric configuration is given by 
(J a1) = (J~1=l)) - (vaLa)-1 (~?_2)) + ha 
ens ens 
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where the parallel flow part is denoted by 
( -!{1=1)) = 2vu [u + ~~ (x2 - §.)] -f and a T JJa 5 Pa a 2 aO' 
the part cont~fbuting to the parallel viscosity 
by 
-
1;3 { Xa [ 2 Qao ( 2 5)·] -~ ha = ED;; Vra B Uao + 5 Pa X a - 2 aO 
+ _!_ {1 (1fa1 ?_2))d~} roo dT sin( B - v;; 1 13~T )e-T3 / 6 . 
Va Jo lo 
Here ~ = v
11
; v is the cosine of the pitch an-
gle, (va.Ca)-1 denotes the inverse of the pitch 
angle scattering operator, and (ifa1'22)) is the 
. ;r\{1>2) -
magnet1c surface average of V a- = Da -
~ f~ 1 Dad~- ¥ f~ 1 ~Vad~. Fluctuation effects 
on the solution are included through {~'22)). 
The term ha represents the distribution of the 
resonant particles (I~ I «: 1). The anisotropic 
distribution (or ~-dependence) in the velocity 
space caused by the poloidal flows Uao, Qao and 
by the fluctuation effect gives the source of the 
resonant particles which are responsible for the 
neoclassical and anomalous parallel viscosities. 
Then, noting that only ha contributes to the 
flux averaged parallel viscosities, we obtain 
VK 2 2 [ 1 l ] [ Uao ] [Ya1] 
= -E namaWraBo 1 tJ ~9..rli.. + Y. 
2 2 4 5 Pa a2 
VK 2 2 [ 1 l ] [ Uao - Wa1 ] 
= - 2 E namaWraBo 1 tJ ~9..rli.. _ W 2 4 5 Pa a 2 
where Yaj are the anomalous parallel viscosi-
ties due to the fluctuations and Wai are the 
anomalous poloidal flow shifts Wai given by 
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